By Dr. G. T. Black.
(Concluded.) Forms of gold.?A few words in ay be said of the manner of handling and forming the pieces of gold. This may be stated as a positive rule to which there should be no exception : that gold foil, the welding property of which is to be made use of, should never be touched with bare fingers, for the reason that the exhalations from the skin always injure this property more or less. The gold is easiest and most perfectly worked with the fingers neatly gloved with fine chamois skin or linen. These gloves should not remain on the hand any longer than is actually necessary to do the work, and should be very carefully kept. It may be thought that it would be inconvenient to handle the gold in them, but this soon wears away with practice, and becomes easier and the results more satisfactory than with any of the gold crumpers that I have seen. I notice some ingenious Yankee has gotten up a patent instrument for rolling up the ropes, which consists of two boards with a strip of rubber stretched between. This may produce a very nice rope, but after studying the effects of rubber on gold, I should not prefer it to the fingers. We should remember that it is not moisture merely that injures our gold, for that is driven off by annealing ; but it is the gases and solid residue from these exhalations, compared with which the sulphurous acid exhaled on rubbing rubber is no improvement. I We started out with our gold foil at the time when it was received in good condition from the beater or dealer. We have been with it through that often dangerous interval which has been spent in the gold drawer, awaiting quietly its work of protection to some once beautiful and pearly organ of mastication, undergoing a slow destruction by the unrelenting destroyer. We have kept watch as well as our feeble powers would admit, for those intruders which might endanger its usefulness, and have done our best to baffle their designs. We have seen the time roll round when it has been called to duty, and have watched anxiously while it has been made to take the forms best adapted to the peculiar duty assigned it, and have at last seen it nestled away solidly and snugly in the home invitingly made for it by the dispossessed monster, dental cakies.?Missouri Dent. Jour.
